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or mixture of races it owes its origin. The stature of this type is short, rather below the average, rarely exceeding five feet three. The legs are short, the trunk thickset, the neck itself short and thick. The walk strikes you at once as slow and heavy, on account of the shortness of the steps and the lack of mobility of the pelvis.
But it is the head, above all, which is curious : a rather cubical head, somewhat large ; a flat, square face, with eyes flush with it, only half-open between two little rolls of flesh ; large, protruding cheek-bones ; a quite inconspicuous nose, sometimes even flattened or at least squat; a chin equally pushed in, spread sideways; and, in the case of the men, a small moustache. Diffused over all this is an expression of shrewdness, of subtlety, and of reserve, almost of coldness. The narrow eyes, pressed in between their rolls of flesh, have a steadfast look about them. They are not easily surprised ; they have a hint of mockery and sometimes a gleam of keen intelligence. The voice has the old Parisian accent, of which that of the existing suburbs is a degenerate, degraded form - that old accent which conveys, at one and the same time, quickness of mind and patience of disposition, a shade of conceit, which is a form of self-protection, and fear of being gulled.
When he was thinking, Miraud's eyes, in between their folds, became almost invisible; but still a light found a way of getting out of them, which set aside any suspicion that he might be drowsing.
c< Don't imagine that I have any illusions about the way in which you're going about learning your trade where you are. But that wouldn't matter so much. I could easily find another job for you. No, what annoys me is that the profession doesn't mean Anything to you. You think you're above it. ... When you were at Colbert's - that was the time for you to turn to the best advantage. . . . But where are your diplomas ? . . . What are you trying to make of your life ? — that's what I want to know/'
** What I'm trying to make of my life is to avoid getting as old as Peclet and making no more money than he does.3*

